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About This Game

“Hello there, good sir! Or is it madam, perhaps? Well, that’s neither here, nor there! Matters of far greater importance are at
hand! It would appear that, through the peculiar optical contraption that you’re staring into, you have managed to find yourself

here! Where is here, you ask? Why, in the midst of Tower Wars, of course! I must say, it’s jolly good to have you on board! We
need all of the fodder.... ERRR... HELP... yes, yes... all of the help we can get.”

Tower Wars is a new and unique spin on the competitive multi-player tower defense genre! The game combines elements of
tower defense, real-time strategy, and all-out multi-player mayhem to bring you a completely unique experience, delivered with

a fun and funny not-so-old world style!

Key Features

Play Tower Wars online in 1v1, 2v2 and 3v3 ranked or unranked matches!

Build and upgrade unique towers, creating lengthy mazes to punish incoming enemy units!

Upgrade, assemble, and unleash multitudes of specialized units in massive attack waves!

Unlock and upgrade technologies to bolster the stats and functions of your units and towers!

Compete in the online leaderboards!
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Steam! Features include achievements, leaderboards, matchmaking, and stat tracking!

Need a break? Play one of our offline classic tower defense maps for a quick Time Trial diversion!

Get on board! Help us bring you MUCH MORE! The future looks bright for Tower Wars!
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Title: Tower Wars
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SuperVillain Studios
Publisher:
SuperVillain Studios
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2012
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English,Russian,German
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LOVE IT! Played with 3 good friends in a 4 player local vs game. The most fun I've had with my friends in a new game in a
long time.
Fast paced and quick thinking, every round ended with cheers and laughter as we found new ways to outsmart eachother.
Never a dull moment with friends in this game.

Endless hours of fun!. There is no story, no goals... just get to the next level... it gets boring after a while.. absolutely unable to
play crusader---game freezes going beyond first screen. This will officially be the first VR game I uninstall from my computer. I
thought I'd see it through once but after my phone rang, I couldn't find the motivation to put the headset back on. The voice
actiing is pretty rough. Still, it's free so I won't poop on it too hard. Try it for yourself.. A Bomberman recreation with darkness
mode on. Not a very long game but challenging and even the maps are designed to allow you to replay them since it's hard to
remember them. The in-game builder is useful for creating own maps. Although it's not a thriller, I love how the soundtracks
darkens the mood. I recommend it especially for this price.. The game has decent graphics. Possibly when it came out it
would've been a hit. The gameplay is more of arcade action than a 3rd person shooter. the story lacks the players to use their
head just a string of action sequence after the other. I regret buying it even on sale for 2.49$. Not that the game is pathetic,
better games have come out since, like Assassins Creed, Alan Wake, Batman Arkham series. Only recommended for Hardcore
Watchmen Fans and those who love classics. Quick review: 2

### Metric ###
1- Garbage. :(
2- Did not fulfill the purpose.
3 - Ok, fulfilled the purpose.
4 - A good game!
5 - Just play and be happy. :). Definitely not worth the price tag. The game is just a patched version of Rugby Challenge 2.
Literally the gameplay and animations are 100% the same. Just one big tweak is that you can actually win your own ball back
from rucking this time round. There a few game modes added but as I say it's all just patch work. Sadly I'm a Rugby addict and
I knew this before I bought it, I was that desperate for the improved rucking so I could have a half realistic game & I also hoped
there would be an online community. So far there isn't it. Hopefully in time there will be.. This game is worth the 5 dollars I
spent, especially when you can ALMOST use the mini gun like a jet pack.
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The "Classic" is neat (start to something special) - great idea and atmosphere (the setting, humor, classical music, presentation,
etc).
The "Enhanced" takes it from novelty to legitimate tactical\/execution fun.

The new mechanics offer the necessary depth and balance (the always available charge-up hammer, daze states, launching lance,
lance breaks, lance spawns and rocket reverse).

Chaaarge!. I enjoyed playing this game. The story was good to follow and it gave me that nostalgia of the old Sierra Online
games without being as frustrating. Definitely a must get for all P&C enthusiasts.. Nobody can make good space game so nope..
Many Potential for this game, worth trying out and its fun to play with friends :). Interesting idea, simple but smooth
implementation. Minor bugs, nothing grounbreaking. Basically, it is simple management game, coupled with few minigames -
and you can learn a bit about astronomy. Relaxed pace and difficulty, not much replayability after you understand the things.
For the price very adequate, I enjoyed my 15 hours. Thumbs up.. 10x better then Fraps by far.. APROVED BY SOVIET
PUPPER*. 10/10, hiders would appreciate.
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